APRIL IS SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS MONTH
WCSC SAAM Calendar of Events
April 1

TEAL RIBBON CAMPAIGN KICKOFF/USVI WEAR TEAL DAY
Let’s continue to shine the spotlight on sexual violence awareness and prevention
during Sexual Assault Awareness Month (SAAM) and beyond, as we also deal with
the effects of COVID-19 on our world. We’re joining the National Sexual Violence
Resource Center’s (NSVRC’s) #30DaysofSAAM campaign again this year, and hope
that you will too. Wear teal and help raise awareness. Show support for survivors:
post a message of support on your fave social channel with our SAAM 2021
hashtags, #survivorlove, #30DaysofSAAM, or you can finish the statement,
#WhatSAAMMeansToMe, with words of power! Use these hashtags often and
everywhere, and encourage everybody in your circles to help spread awareness too.
Make a style statement against sexual violence with a teal touch, like a ribbon,
eyeshadow or a bowtie! Take the USVI Says NO MORE pledge. There’s so much
we can do together, to #endSV!

April 2

SAAM ONLINE EVENT SHOUT-OUT
We’re supporting NSVRC’s #30DaysofSAAM event today! Grab your phone, camera
or dive into those image files. Post an image promoting an upcoming SAAM event or
share a flashback photo from a previous year’s event.

April 6

NSVRC’S SAAM DAY OF ACTION
We’re standing with NSVRC and other allies for today’s national call to action. Share
your powerful teal statement, with your selfie or create a photo collage with family,
friends, your team, etc. Remember to tag us: Facebook - @wcstx, Twitter - WCSTX,
Instagram - @wcstxvi.

April 9

RESOURCE SHOUT OUT
We’ve tweaked this NSVRC #30DaysofSAAM prompt a bit, to focus on the inspiring
power of music. Share your favorite musical choices and help create a powerful
playlist, with a variety of styles represented.

April 13

NSVRC’S USING PROTECTION (MASK UP)
Show us how you keep yourself and others safe from COVID-19.

April 15

NSVRC’S DOING MY PART THROUGH ART
Print and complete a SAAM coloring page, save it and color digitally, or create your
own SAAM-inspired illustration. Take an artistic shot of your finished project and
share it.
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APRIL IS SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS MONTH
WCSC SAAM Calendar of Events - continued
April 22

NSVRC’S SOMETHING YOU MADE
Use your creativity! Share a photo of something you made (a resource, art piece, or
more) and explain how it relates to SAAM in the caption. We’ll be launching our
presence on TikTok, with our first “specially made” video today!

April 28

DENIM DAY: WEAR JEANS WITH A PURPOSE

We stand with Peace Over Violence (POV) and all our allies against victim-blaming!
Wear jeans today and make a statement of support for victims and survivors in honor
of #DenimDay2021. Visit POV’s deminday.org site to learn more about the history of
Denim Day and the campaign.

SILENCE SPEAKS, SECRETS REVEALED: REDUX & PANEL DISCUSSION

Join us for a virtual revival of our radio drama and talk show. Details coming soon!
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